“101 SEXIEST CELEBRITY BODIES”
PREMIERE
E!’S 5-DAY EXCLUSIVE SERIES
PEELS THE CLOTHES OFF THE WORLD’S 101 SEXIEST
CELEBRITY BODIES ON EARTH…
AISHWARYA RAI SHINES IN THE TOP TEN… … ..
In this sensational series, E! counts down the 101 SEXIEST CELEBRITY
BODIES in the world! What is it about those sexy celebrity bodies that make
them so irresistible? During five one-hour shows we’ll explore just what “sexy”is,
and find out which superstar bodies inspire sighs the world over.
Who’s ripped? Who’s stacked? Who’s hot? This series reveals all! Meet the
stars and talk to experts ranging from pop culture commentators to the top
doyennes of fashion and style; celebrity fitness trainers and co-stars. See
celebrities as you have never seen them before…
Experts include Italian sex symbol Raoul Bova, Fantastic Four’s Chris Evans,
Playboy publishing icon Hugh Hefner, the dashing Sean Maguire, and
international sex goddess Raquel Welch, all offering their unique insights on the
international celebrities who have made it into our ultimate sexy countdown.
Angelina, Brad, Becks, Beyonce, Aishwarya… . they’re all on the list, but who
rates highest? And who joins them in our 101 ranking? We’ll find out which stars
rate ultra-sexy worldwide - ultimately revealing THE sexiest male and female
celebrity bodies in the world.
Join us as we count down THE 101 SEXIEST CELEBRITY BODIES on earth!
About E! Networks
Based in Los Angeles, E! Networks is the world's largest producer and distributor
of entertainment news and lifestyle-related programming. The company operates
E! Entertainment Television, the 24-hour network with programming dedicated to
the world of entertainment, as well as The Style Network, the 24-hour channel
featuring a full slate of original series and specials that cover gamut of the
lifestyle genre, and E! Online located at www.eonline.com. E! is currently available
to 87 million cable and direct broadcast satellite subscribers in the U.S. Style
currently counts 42 million subscribers. Internationally, E! programming can be
seen in more than 120 countries worldwide, reaching 400 million homes. In
addition to its ventures for locally programmed, E! branded channels out the
U.S., the company operates the E! International Network, a 24-hour English
language global entertainment channel available via satellite in Europe, Africa,
Asia Pacific and the Middle East.

